Host Hebert says:
Last time on Avalon Station...
Host Hebert says:
An explosion in the Science Lab rocked most of Deck 10 causing confusion.  In the confusion some people were injured and fatally wounded.  Picking up the pieces the Avalon crew still struggle with the container that could hold all their answers to their Romulan problem.
Host Hebert says:
At close of last week, scanners picked up on several inbound (what appears to be) ships entering the neutral zone from Romulan Territory.  Starfleet is now interested in knowing if this is just an exercise or is this the 'Real Thing."
Host Hebert says:
We now continue our mission arc, "Who's Next?" in trying to find out just that.
Host Hebert says:
<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>
Host Hebert says:
<<<<<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>>>>>>
CSO_Chancy says:
::picking up a few broken things in the science lab.. grumbles as the last body is carried out and to the morgue::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::Scanning the debris field with a tricorder on deck 10::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::on the bridge, watching the main viewer::
CIV_LtMoore says:
::observing the crew on the bridge, especially the CO, making notes every so often::
CMO_Kriss says:
::Kriss and her medical teams scurry around to help the injured people on the station.::
CSO_Chancy says:
*CO*: the dead.. and splattered.. scientist have been removed format he lab.. what do I do with this odd thing in the force fields?
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CSO*:  Odd thing, a cylinder perhaps?
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
CO: Sir, scanners are still showing signatures in the neutral zone, but nothing have crossing into Federation Space yet.
CSO_Chancy says:
*CO*: yep.. 
Host CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Go to yellow alert
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
:: presses console ::
Host OPS_Flunkie (Yellow Alert.wav)
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: Please advise if I may be of assistance.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CSO*: make it secure in another science lab, put another science team on it, and report to the bridge.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::hears the yellow alert and leaves deck 10:: *CO*: This is T`Pal I’m on my way to the bridge sir is every thing ok up there?
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: We must meet when time permits.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  All-right.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::enters Turbo lift 1::
CTO_T`Pal says:
TL: Bridge.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CTO*:  Mr. T'pal report to the bridge.
CSO_Chancy says:
*CO*: right sir.. 
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  As the CSO turns over some debris she finds a rubber chicken sitting there in a pile of black ash.
CTO_T`Pal says:
*CO*: Aye sir enroute now.
CSO_Chancy says:
::de-activates the force field and heads for lab 5::
CSO_Chancy says:
::trips on a rubber chicken:: ack!
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::motions CIV to the ready room::  We have a moment now, after you.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Keep me advised.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::heads to the RR::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
CO: Understood, Sir.
CSO_Chancy says:
::picks up the chicken and looks at it::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::Follows the CIV and enters the RR::
CIV_LtMoore says:
::sits::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  What can I do for you Mr. Moore.  ::sits on edge of desk::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::arrives on the bridge:: Looks around and checks what his security officers are doing::
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: Something I hate to bring up so soon and at this time but something I must.
Host OPS_Flunkie (Sensor Alert.wav)
CSO_Chancy says:
::takes the object to the lab and hands it over to the 2 security guys and the next team.. then heads off to operations.. with the chicken::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::nods::  CIV:  Yes.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
:: looks over the sensors and sees that all the 'blips' in the Neutral Zone have disappeared. ::
CSO_Chancy says:
::exits the lift to the main operations deck and looks around for the CO::
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: Captain Hebert had asked me to act as his special advisor. On personnel and other matters. I wanted to confirm you wished this continued.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
:: stands up and gives Lt. T'Pal the bridge ::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
CTO: Sir, long range sensor contacts have disappeared in the Neutral Zone, Sir.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::starts Tactical scans and activates a tachyon detection grid::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  I haven't had a chance to go over all of Michael’s standing orders, but yes, I have no desire to chance things, yet.
CTO_T`Pal says:
OPS: Thank you.
CSO_Chancy says:
::squeezes the chicken and it goes off:: SQUAAAAK! 
CSO_Chancy says:
::tosses it at the CTO and looks innocent::
CTO_T`Pal says:
*CO*: Sir the ships in the neutral zone have disappeared.
CIV_LtMoore says:
CIV: You understand this brings not only your crew but yourself under my scrutiny. And will require my working closely with you and the bridge staff.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
:: sits down at his console and continues to scan using the new scanning grid the CTO activated ::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CTO*:  Explain?
CMO_Kriss says:
::after an overflow of patients fill the sickbay, Kriss has her medical staff set up a triage area in a cargo bay on deck 4::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Like I said, for now, we'll run things like before.
CTO_T`Pal says:
*CO*: They have just vanished sir I have started tachyon scans sir.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Do what you have to do.
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: Very well. 
CIV_LtMoore says:
::taps away on his PADD::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Excuse me.  ::stands and leaves the ready room, walks onto the bridge::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: The Science Team continues to work on the tube trying to figure out anything they can.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::returns to RR::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Were you able to identify the ships?
SO_Target says:
::looks at the tube, pokes it with her pen:: other SO person: well it didn't go boom.. any other ideas?
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::steps upto the CTO::  
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Not to my knowledge sir.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::takes a seat on the bridge and continues tapping away::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  The peregrines are still holding station out there?
CTO_T`Pal says:
::Checks the scans again seeing if his experience with the Romulans will let him see any thing that might have been overlooked::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Aye sir 100,000 Kilometers out sir.
SO_Target says:
::increases the energy of the scan on the tube::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Move them closer to the neutral zone, without crossing over of course
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: we had a sensor hit at 500K  Kilometers sir.
SO_Target says:
::decides to try a super concentrated electron beam and bounce the beam inside to get an echogram::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Identify it
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  All 4 Fighters continue to move in formation towards the new signature that they've detected.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Sir it was a light energy source sir.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::Intensifies tachyon scans::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Enough energy to hide a cloaked ship?
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: $35,000 KM and closing.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: A lot stronger this time sir.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Red alert!
SO_Target says:
::watches the screen for the results::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
:: presses console :: CO: Aye, Sir.
Host OPS_Flunkie (Alert.wav)
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Can you put tactical display on the main viewer
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Sir w are picking this up on regular scans sir.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: aye sir.
SO_Target says:
::grumbles as the beam bounces off::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::Patches in to main viewer and list every thing in this sector of space::
SO_Target says:
::stares at the tube and thinks::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::highlights the energy fluxes in red the fighters in blue and Avalon in yellow::
SO_Target says:
Tube: oh come on open!
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Normal scans, that rules out a cloaked ship.
Host TO_Straten says:
COMM: Avalon *CTO*:  Lt. T'Pal, This is Ensign Straten.  Sir, energy signature is very faint at about 130,000 KM from our location, requesting orders.
Host TO_Straten says:
ACTION:  The SO sees a small little discoloration at the bottom of the tube.
CTO_T`Pal says:
COMM: ENS: Hold position and join scans with other fighters to identify target.
SO_Target says:
::turns off the force field and picks the tube up.. turning it over::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Fighters want orders sir I have them jointly scanning to identify target any thing else for them sir?
Host TO_Straten says:
Comm: Avalon *CTO* :   Understood Sir, Gold 1 out.
SO_Target says:
::wonders if it has a twist cap on it.. looks the tube over::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  No that sounds fine.  Just get me a positive I.D. laddie
Host OPS_Flunkie (Alert.wav)
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: If I may sir, there is not yet a direct threat to the station. I recommend we return to Yellow Alert.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: We re working on it sir.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: One of the fighters just disappeared off of sensors.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: We lost fighter 2 sir.
CMO_Kriss says:
*CO*:  All the casualties have been treated.  We lost several people but the others will recover in time.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::looks to CIV::  CIV:  I'd call an unidentified vessel in close proximity a treat.
CTO_T`Pal says:
Comm: Gold1: Report what happened to gold2
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  Static from the Comm channels is received.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CMO*:  Thank you Commander, I could use you on the bridge if you are able.
CMO_Kriss says:
*CO*: I will be there momentarily.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Lost how?
SO_Target says:
::tries to twist the tube open::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: not receiving comms static on all channels sir.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Not sure I asked for a report from flight leader and am getting static sir.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The SO does something to the tube accidentally and it pops open.  A piece of paper being revealed.
CMO_Kriss says:
::Kriss leaves sickbay and makes her way to the bridge via TL::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  You've lost contact with the peregrines? 
SO_Target says:
::jumps as the tube pops apart:: self: oh no I broke it!
CMO_Kriss says:
::Kriss steps off of the TL and onto the bridge::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Permission to fire on first confirmed lock with half stations weaponsd sir?
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Aye sir.
SO_Target says:
::looks at the paper inside and thinks that a bit odd::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  We still receiving telemetry from them?
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: No sir.
CIV_LtMoore says:
CTO: Let me try something. I used to be an OPS officer on the USS Seleya.
SO_Target says:
::pulls the paper out with a tool and holds it up with tweezers::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Open hailing frequencies
CMO_Kriss says:
CO:  What has become of those Romulan ships that were detected previously in the neutral zone?
SO_Target says:
*CO*: sir.. the tub is open.. there is a material inside..
CIV_LtMoore says:
::goes to a console and taps into OPS::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CMO:  Your guess is as good as mine
CIV_LtMoore says:
::reroutes COMMs via the deflector shield::
CIV_LtMoore says:
OPS: Try hailing frequencies now.
CTO_T`Pal says:
*Tirl*: Get to our quarters now. ::Whispering::
SO_Target says:
::lays the paper roll on the table and begins to slowly flatten it out.. having the sec guy scan it for anything dangerous::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
COMM UNKNOWN SHIP:  This is Captain Angus MacLeod of Avalon Station, please identify yourself, or we'll be forced to defend ourselves
CIV_LtMoore says:
::sees the CTO whispering::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  With the modifications from the Civ, a faint message is heard... " Romul...:: static ::"  Gold 1 has been destroyed.
SO_Target says:
*CO*: sir.. it has some writing in Romulan on it.. looks like blue prints
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: Permission to follow our guest Tir around ::whisper::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*SO*:  Thank you, continue to research the artifact.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: I can speak and read Romulan sir.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CIV:  Be my guest, and thanks for your help.
CMO_Kriss says:
::shrugs her shoulders at the Captain and takes a seat and the XO's empty chair.::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  I need you hear and now Mr. T'Pal
CIV_LtMoore says:
CO: Indeed
CIV_LtMoore says:
::goes to TL::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: I’m less than 10 feet away sir.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Computer: Locate Tirl.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::moves over to CO and transfers tac control::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
<Computer>  Civ:  Tir is not on the station.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: We have lost 2 fighters sir.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Lad, keep yourself focused on our situation at hand.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Computer: That is incorrect. Locate our guest now.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
<Computer> Civ: Correction... Tir is on the station Deck... unknown.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  If we can't communicate with them, they'll have to handle things on their own.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Computer: That answer is unacceptable.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Computer: Locate Tir.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: The computer doesn't respond.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: I would like to lay down a cross pattern of fire triangulating with last known fighter locations and energy blips sir.
CIV_LtMoore says:
~~~~Tir: I know what your game is~~~~~
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Give it a try, might get their attention.
SO_Target says:
::records the findings and places the paper in a status locker.. puts the tube in another one and heads off someplace::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  Gold 3 has disappeared from scanners and Gold 4 energy signs appear to be weak.
Tir says:
::sitting in her shop watering the flowers.. looks up as a voice echoes in the back of her mind.. grins and blocks him out::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::starts computations and arms all weapons with quantum torps and 100% phaser energy and starts the cross fire::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CMO:  Commander, can you handle the sensors?
Host OPS_Flunkie (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
CIV_LtMoore says:
::decides to check the flower shop::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::scans for any hits::
CIV_LtMoore says:
::walks in and gives Tir a stern look::
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: Yes, I'm sure that I can.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The weapons continue going until their energy runs out.  One torpedo and one stream of phaser fire stop abruptly about 95,000 KM away from the station, but no explosion takes place.
CMO_Kriss says:
::takes a seat at a nearby science station.::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::locks on that area and high lights it::
Tir says:
::ignores the new comer.. he is apparently not here to buy anything::
CMO_Kriss says:
::punches a few buttons to get the sensors up and running at this location.::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Sir we hit some thing but nothing happened sir.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: What do you want with this station?
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  The energy has been dampened, totally?
Tir says:
CIV: that’s an odd question.. who are you?
CSO_Chancy says:
::heads off the bridge and back to the science lab ::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: aye sir it just stops I recommend the SO bring them papers to the bridge sir let me have a look at them. This might be a new ship we were told about sir.
CMO_Kriss says:
::sensors indicate that something has absorbed or blocked the weapons fire.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::nods to CTO:  CTO:  Do it.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: That is not in question here.
CSO_Chancy says:
::gets to the lab and has the SEC guy pull out the papers.. begins to try and figure out what it  is.. downloads the blue prints into the computer::
CTO_T`Pal says:
*CSO*: bring them blue prints to the bridge please.
Tir says:
CIV: yes.. it is ::waters the next set of plants::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
CO:  Sir, energy signature 40,000 KM off.  Gold 4 has docked in the shuttlebay.  One crewman injured, other dead.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Get that pilot debriefed ASAP.
CMO_Kriss says:
CO:  Sensors do not indicate any disturbance in subspace at the location that the weapons fire stopped abruptly.
CSO_Chancy says:
*CTO*: but.. oh fine.. ::uploads the blue prints to an ISO chip and heads back for the bridge::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
CO: Aye, Sir.
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: I am Lt. Craig Moore of the United Federation of Planets.
Tir says:
CIV: good for you
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: Answer my question.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::mumbles  And logs reminder to write the families a note::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::rubs his chin::  SELF:  This is damn peculiar,
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: Answer my question.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CMO:  Run all the sensor band widths, see if that turns up anything.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::waits for the blue prints::
Tir says:
CIV: why?
CSO_Chancy says:
::takes the TL and exits onto the bridge:: CTO: ok! where are you..
CTO_T`Pal says:
::activates the auto fir on all platforms::
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: Right away.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::Walks to CSO::
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: Your arrogance is appalling and unappreciated. What do you want with this station?
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The station trembles just a hair, only noticeable to anyone sitting down not moving.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CSO: Thank you.
CSO_Chancy says:
::holds out an ISO chip tot he CTO:: CTO: blue prints as ordered..
CMO_Kriss says:
::punches the buttons over and over and continues to use each band width with little luck.::
Tir says:
CIV: your very ill tempered young man
CTO_T`Pal says:
::moves to Tac1 and slides prints in and starts reading::
CIV_LtMoore says:
::taps into his tricorder and locks the CTO out::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The prints show tons of information, flashing on the screen.
Tir says:
::moves to the third table and notices the plants are not doing well... reaches under the table for a knife to turn the soil::
CIV_LtMoore says:
::fingers his phaser::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::notices the lock out and activates his SFI clearance::
Tir says:
::looks at the blade and checks it for rust:: CIV: if your planning to shoot me get it over with or leave
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: Answer the question.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CMO: Switch to Gamma band frequencies please Ma’am.
Tir says:
::inserts the knife into the soil and turns the dead seedling over:: 
CIV_LtMoore says:
::steps out of the flower shop::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The CTO's console has shifted into slave mode.
CMO_Kriss says:
CO:  I am getting some detections in the Gamma Band Frequencies and that the weapons energy is being absorbed by whatever is out there.
CIV_LtMoore says:
*CO* Permission to detain Tir in the brig.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::removes the chip::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CMO:  Track that absorption, we should be able to approximate the size and shape of the vessel
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Sir I seem to have been locked out of tac one sir.
Tir says:
CIV: I do not advise touching me sir..
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CIV*:  What for Mr. Moore
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: Understood.
CIV_LtMoore says:
*CO* I will explain in due time.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: Scanners have detected minor energy fluctuations off the port side at 20,000 KM... at bearing 083 Mark 2.
Tir says:
::pulls the young plant up and moves to a work bench out of sight::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
COMPUTER:  Computer, why has the Chief Tactical Officer been locked out of tac. station one
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
<Computer> CO:  By request of Lt. Moore.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
*CIV*:  Go ahead, but you'd better have a good reason.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
Computer:  Override the lockout.
CIV_LtMoore says:
*Sec Team 1*: Surround Tir's shop.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Permission to have the civy arrested for placing this station at risk sir.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  One crisis at a time, lad
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  Sensors have a definite target at 20,000 KM's away.  It's apparently just sitting there.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: aye sir but I will be filling formal charges later sir.
CMO_Kriss says:
CTO:  I need for you to target the last position of weapons absorption and start a 4 point shot pattern rippling away from that point.  I am trying to pinpoint the area that is being affected out there.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::steps back into the shop::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: its sitting at 20,000KM sir.
Tir says:
::notes that some how a fungi got in the soil and makes a note in the table record::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CMO: Aye Ma’am. ::dose as ordered::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO/CMO: Try for a weapons lock and fire, minimal output, I want to try and disrupt their cloak
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: Your shop has been surrounded. Cooperate or I will have you detained in the brig.
Tir says:
CIV: I see.. and for what purpose have you done this? I assume you are here to rob me?
CTO_T`Pal says:
::starts firing on low settings at the target::
Tir says:
CIV: I will tell you only once.. you are trespassing.. leave or I will press charges
CIV_LtMoore says:
Tir: You will answer the question, What do you want with this station?
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: The weapons on normal settings have no effect, they just vanish at 20,000 KM's away from the station.
Tir says:
CIV: I have no reason to answer that question nor do I desire to.. now leave or I will call security and have you removed..
CTO_T`Pal says:
:: fires full power and rotates frequencies::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: The weapons have no effect on these settings.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::having caused enough of a distraction to install the necessary surveillance equipment, Moore retires::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: permission to modify torpedoes sir?
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Granted
Tir says:
::goes back to the growing table and watches him leave.. cracks a grin and walks over to where he was last.. pulling out the small device he planted and smiles:: the game is afoot huh? ::puts it back and plots the down fall of this welp and his career::
CIV_LtMoore says:
*Sec Team 1* Return to your stations.
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
CO: Sir, the energy source is moving now, 13,000KM's sir.  Photon's at this range could damage the station.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  emergency power to the shields.  
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  I want that thing out of my sky, I'm gettting tired of this game
CSO_Chancy says:
::tapes foot on the bridge a bit nervous about the current situation::
CTO_T`Pal says:
*Torpedo bay*: modify 5 torpedoes to double yelled of cobalt torpedoes to fire above the 500MW range. and load them and confirm when ready to fire.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::sends a text message to the CO's tricorder:: "It was to make a point. I did not detain Tir, nor will I until further notice."
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::hears a beep coming from his tricorder, puts it aside for now::
CMO_Kriss says:
::continues to monitor sensors to take notice of the movement of the distortion and how the torpedoes will affect it.::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The torpedoes are now set and configured into overload mode.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::waits confirmation of torpedoes being readied::
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: permission to fire?
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Fire at will Lieutenant.
CIV_LtMoore says:
::returns to bridge::
CTO_T`Pal says:
all: Brace ourselves. ::fires one torpedoes and waits till it hits the 13,000 KM mark and detonates it::
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION:  The single torpedo detonated about 100 kilometers from the target.  The impact shifts the odd phase effect on ship.
Host OPS_Flunkie (Torpedo.wav)
CTO_T`Pal says:
::holds on knowing what’s coming::
Host OPS_Flunkie (Cloaking Device.wav)
Host OPS_Flunkie says:
ACTION: A Romulan Ship, looking similar to a Warbird decloaks at that position.
Host Hebert (All Weapons FIRE!.wav)
Host Hebert says:
ACTION:  The Romulans start an attack on Avalon Station rocking is majorly.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::fires 2 more torpedoes at the war bird::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CTO:  Return fire!
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: already away sir
CTO_T`Pal says:
::waits for impact readings::
Host Hebert says:
ACTION:  The torpedoes impact greatly and the Romulans turn about...  Their shielding effect has phased away.
Avalon Station is rocked by another volley, the shields have failed all together somehow.
Host CO_MacLeod says:
CMO:  Commander, can you get a scan through their hull?
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: I'll see what I can register.
CTO_T`Pal says:
::loads the last 2 and fires again::
Host CO_MacLeod says:
::sits heavily in the big chair, as the station rocks and rolls::
CIV_LtMoore says:
::continues tapping away at his PADD::
CTO_T`Pal says:
::starts firing with all weapons on regular settings::
CMO_Kriss says:
CO: There shields are blocks our sensors.
Host Hebert says:
ACTION:  The Romulan Ship shakes violently and then explodes... or does it... all trace of the ship is now gone.  No debris, but no energy signatures on scanners either.  The ship has appeared to reverted.
CTO_T`Pal says:
CO: Romulan ship destroyed sir nothing left not even debris sir
CMO_Kriss says:
CO:  Sensors indicate that she has been completely destroyed.
Host Hebert says:
Ending Action:  The Romulan ship has appeared to have been destroyed.  Avalon has taken minor damage to the hull and the lower decks.  Shields have failed, power levels have dropped minimal.
Host Hebert says:
<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>
Host Hebert says:
<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>

